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'Nifty index managed to hold above 9133 and headed towards
9200 zone on the last settlement day of March series. It formed
a Bullish candle and registered a highest daily close. It has been
making higher highs – higher lows from last three trading sessions
and just 0.50% away from its life time high of 9218. It has been
holding above its support trend line by connecting the lows of
8713, 8903 and 9024 levels. Now till it holds above 9133 zone, it
has potential to head towards 9218 then 9280 while on the
downside multiple supports are seen at 9119 and 9075.

Sector  Outlook

BANKS POSITIVE

CAPITAL GOODS POSITIVE

Sectoral Outlook

Trading Idea - Derivatives

STRATEGY :  Banknifty Calendar Put Strategy

Instrument      B/S Lot Reco CMP
Banknifty 6 Apr 21500 PE    Sell 1 358 327

Banknifty 27 Apr 21500 PE  Buy 1 167 148

Market DriversNifty Outlook

Nifty Fut. R1 R2 S1 S2

9185 9218 9280 9119 9075

3 Indian markets saw smart gains towards the end
of session led by strong gains in Bank Index.
This was led primarily by HDFC Bank. PSU banks
also continued the positive momentum. Nifty,
Bank Nifty and Mid cap index all closed at all-
time highs on expiry day. Flows continued to
be positive. Global cues are mixed but largely
positive. Data from China was positive. Hopes
of more action from Govt on the reforms front
remains. Overall sentiment remains positive.
Sectors like financials, metals, infra could con-
tinue to see interest. Auto stocks will be in lime-
light ahead of monthly numbers. Nifty index
changes are expected from tomorrow.
Indiabulls Housing and IOC will replace Idea and
BHEL. New entrants in F&O could be in lime-
light as well.

Instrument Strike OI Chg in OI

Nifty 27-Apr 9500 2867250 -48075

Bank Nifty 27-Apr 21500 490640 336840

Bank Nifty 06-Apr 21500 143200 66040

Highest Call OI

Instrument Strike OI Chg in OI

Nifty 27-Apr 9000 3101100 553200

Bank Nifty 27-Apr 21000 306560 199200

Bank Nifty 06-Apr 21000 194080 87800

Highest Put OI

Nifty Chart

Target: Rs. 6000 near 21500;  SL: Rs.2500

Scrip Reco MBP SL Target

LT BUY 1557 1546 1600

Trading Idea - Cash & Future

ASHARI Bonus issue 4:1
INFRATEL Interim Dividend - INR 12.00

NIL

Corporate Action:

Security in Ban period:

India - Fiscal deficit and Eight Infrastructure Industries
US - Personal spending and Personal Income

Today Event

Currency (USDINR) Outlook

USDINR S1 S2 R1 R2

65.09 65.00 64.85 65.35 65.50

Short-covering looks possible for the session as long as 64.85 is
held as strong support. However, upside too will be capped
around immediate resistance at 65.35.
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Derivatives Idea

Sell 1 Lot 21500 PE
Buy 1 Lot 21500 PE

3 Banknifty is close to its highest call conges-
tion of 21500. As we have RBI policy on 06
April, Volatility is expected to increase

3 Based on residual premium of monthly ex-
piry on 06April, tentative pay-off is shown
below. To participate momentum, Calendar
Put spread is recommended

Institution      Net B/S  OI

INDEX FUTURES 1244 Unwinding

INDEX OPTIONS 3921 Unwinding

STOCK FUTURES -1542 Unwinding

FII F&OFII & DII Activity (Rs. in Cr)

Cat.  Amt  MTD YTD

FII 68 26768 49858

DII 1702 -5895 11542

Trading Calls

   MBP INR 1557

   Target INR 1600

3 It has been consolidating in a small range from
last 12 trading sessions and forming a Bullish
Flag on the daily chart

3 It has formed a strong price set up with signifi-
cant delivery volumes near to 1550 which indi-
cates a fresh leg of rally in the stock with bet-
ter risk - reward ratio

Buy

LT

Calendar Put Strategy

Banknifty

Long Built-up ( Combined) Short Built-up ( Combined) Long Unwinding ( Combined) Short Covering ( Combined)
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Morning Meet Notes
Research Notes

Kotak Mahindra Bank - KMB announces board approval to sell 62m shares  (CMP 865, TP 1015, Recom. BUY)

3 3.4% pre-issue dilution and capital raise of INR53b at CMP, promoter shareholding will be 31.04%

3 capital raise would further strengthen its tier 1 capital by ~225-250bp (16.2% currently) and would be accretive to BV by ~9% in FY18 and 7.5% in FY19

3 KMB will trade at 3.3/2.9x FY18E/FY19E BV after taking capital raise into consideration

3 Reiterate Buy: Strong earnings visibility across business segments

Automobiles - Pre-buying to aid 2W/CV volume growth

3 Volumes for 2Ws and CVs would benefit from the unexpected discounts

3 Momentum in PVs is expected to continue, led by continued new launches, rural recovery post demonetization and festive buying

3 Maruti is expected to outperform the PV industry, while AL and TVS should outperform the CV and 2W industries, respectively

3 Our top picks are TTMT, MSIL and Amara Raja (AMRJ). Mahindra & Mahindra (MM) as the best play on rural market recovery.
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3 NSE USDINR traded in a consolidative range in the previous session closing

flat around 65.09.

3 Short-term resistances for the pair remains at 65.50 - 65.60 area whereas strong

short-term support is placed at 64.85.

3 Initial pullback looks possible as the 14-period RSI remains in over sold zone

below 20.

3 Downside for the pair will extend only if price break and sustains below sup-

port and it could test 64.85 levels.

Currency Ideas

USDINR EURINR

3 EURINR continued its weakness for the third straight session closing at 70.08

3 Bias for the pair remains sideways-to-negative in short-term and pullbacks

towards 70.00 can again be a good selling opportunity.

3 Immediate resistance is around 70.40 whereas critical resistance is at 70.90 -

71 levels.

3 Selling on rise is advised targeting 69.60 - 69.45 levels.
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